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VIEWS 

OECD. Flexible Working Time: Collective Bargaining and Government Intervention. 
Pari.t: OECD, 1995. 212pp. ISBN 92-64-14316-5. 

Since the 1980s it has become increasingly common to write about the restructuring of 
labour markets and the reorganization of work through the metaphor of "flexibility". This 
OECD publication addresses one particular type of flexibility, namely "temporal flexibility". 
It comprises chapters written by different authors on continuity and change in patterns of 
working time in three industries within eight OECD countries. Unlike much of the 1980s 
flexibility literature, which overwhelmingly focused upon manufacturing, this book 
combines chapters on metal manufacturing and two service industries (retailing and health 
care). Indeed, one of its strengths is that it is firmly focused at the industry level, which 
is based on a clear recognition that "restructuring" and "flexibility" involve industry-specific 
processes and outcomes. In this respect it complements an earlier comparative study on 
working time prepared for the International Labour Office (Bosch, Dawkins and Michon, 
1993) which was focused at the societal level. 

Although it is not theor~etically sophisticated, the approach the book takes (which is set out 
in a useful "synthesis report" by Bosch) is a sound one. In short, it is the interplay between 
the preferences of the key actors (firms, unions and workers) within each industry, in 
concert with the options provided and constraints imposed by Governm~ent regulations and 
the prevailing system of collective bargaining in each country, that is regarded as resulting 
in patterns of continuity and change in working time arrangements . 

Attempts to achieve greater temporal flexibility involve the use of m~easures that alter the 
length or configuration of the working period. They range fron1 averaging and multiple job 
holder schemes to part-time work and "flexitime", as well as the more familiar practices of 
overtime and shiftwork. The chapters on manufacturing demonstrate that the new practices 
associated with attempts to render working hours more flexible are being introduced only 
on a limited scale. Arguably the most incisive and analytical in the book, Blyton's chapter 
on British metal manufacturing makes the point that employers in that industry are seeking 
flexibility on the job (task flexibility) as much as, or in preference to, temporal flexibility. 
While this strategy is largely a result of the strength of union job controls in Britain, the 
more general point should not be ignored: particular patterns of "flexibility" and "inflex
ibility" (of which working time is only one element) vary considerably between sectors, 
industries and firms . Similarly, Trinczek's discussion of metal manufacturing in Germany 
demonstrates that the existing practices (overtime, shiftwork, and short-time work) already 
allowed for considerable temporal flexibility, which together with union opposition to 
change in this area, has to a large ext~ent forestalled the development of new flexible work 
time arrangements. The changes that have occurred typically involve new combinations of 
these existing practices, such as new shift systems. While Sasajima demonstrates that in 
Japan new arrangements such as "flexitime" and averaging schemes have been introduced, 
he also notes a continual reliance on more traditional measures such . as overtime and 
shiftwork. 
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It is in the service industries, however, 
working time arrangements is identified 
reports of this nature for authors to "puU 
But in general the authors in this report do 
tive has (re)asserted itself, particularly indle 
industrial relations" which has marked a 
Lallement demonstrates that in the retail i cU 
has been a marked increase in the use of part-time work -
such as the "self-management" of workiBI tilae. 
report a similar pattern of employer-initi ch88J8 in 
notes that Italian retailing, which like its Canadian 
of unionisation, is characterised predominandy by various 

Perhaps the most interesting chapters, where new workiaa tiaae - .. 
are those on the health care sector. De Lanp and Vaa W.a•'a .... 
health care· sector demonstrates that it makes the highest 818 of ••atypioar' 
arrangements of any sector in the Netherlands. The authors idaiDfy 
time, temporary and "on-caJI" contracts, largely in to 
part-time workers' wages and conditions are on a par with those of 
workers employed under "on-call" contracts are excluded from tile prevailina 
agreement and often receive inferior wages. Conversely, as Von Otter and Viklund 
out, the considerable influence of national trade unions in the Swedish C8lll 
has militated against employer-initiated moves toward workitlg time flexibility. 
new arrangements (such as flexitime and the "time bank•• system) have · 
the local level by agreement between employer and employee, sometimes without 
involvement or consent of the national union representatives. 

Thus this book presents a picture, not of a general trend towards flexibility in working time, 
but rather of a variety of practices and arrangements which differ indus1Jy, 
and society. The degree to which greater flexibility in working times is a souroe of tlltlble
ment or constraint to workers varies in like fashion. Equally variable, however, ia 
quality of the chapters the book contains. Although the authors were supposed to 
a predetermined set of issues, the manner in which they did so differed gready. While 
author usefully contextualises the industry they deal with by setting it withia tbe 
regulatory framework and pattern of working time in the country iD. 
contributions contain too much description at the expense of analysis. For 
chapter by Bellemare et al. on Canada simply accepts at face value the key actera' 
to temporal flexibility. Also, some of the chapters (notably those by 
Gasparini) are disjointed, which may have to do with the authors' commaad of 
something having been lost in the process of translation. Nonetheless Boach• 
report", which systematically draws together the cross-national comparisons, to 
makes up for the linguistic and analytical deficiencies apparent in a few of the 
chapters. 

• Apart from its industry level focus, which is laudable, the book's 
provides a wealth of detailed statistics, presented in e•·ninently 
charts. I would recommend it as a useful source of informatioa oa 
working time arrangements. 
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Enterprises is also briefly reviewed. The 
federal and state legislation to accommodate a 111018 

enterprise bargaining. Heroically, Dabscheck atteaptl tD C011¥8J 
plus pages of the Industrial Relations Reform ACI in a 
lectures will need to do much better! This, in my view, ia 
well executed of the chapters. At a time when students and .. 
materials on enterprise bargaining and the far reaching ID tll8 
Act, much more could have been expected from this text 

The chapter on trade unionism is very much a stand alone chapter. 111 relatiODSbip 
rest of the book is not developed. Dabscheck documents the fall in uaioa 
examines the structural changes and organisational debates which have ensued. The 
is a useful synthesis of developments. 

As a review of developments in the period the book is partially successfbl. Tile .ajw 
criticism is· the time frame. The imprecise starting date is conditioned by the fact that tlw 
book is a sequel. The closing date is conditioned by publication The interlucle 
neither sufficiently significant in its own right, nor sufficiently well developed, to pnWille 
for a stand alone tract. It is analogous to writing Napoleon's history from the 
retreat to the Battle of Waterloo - of interest, but hardly conclusive. 

As well as developing the major changes in the period analysed Dabscheck hu 
to provide a general framework which helps explain the observed phenomena. DeapitMt 
Dabscheck's criticism that industrial relations scholars have bonowed or relied upon id8a& 
generated by other disciplines (p.l6) his theory is derivative. Dorendorf, pluralist and chao& 
theory make their contribution, but in essence the theory is a restatement of Dunlop's theory 
which has served Industrial Relations well as a pedagogical device. Whereas Dunlop ident
ified three main actors, Dabscheck has "n interactors". He lists 23 such "interactor&8

• 

These include not only unions, employers and tribunals, but also fea11inists, churches and 
the media. In Dunlop's schema, the parties interact within an economic, political and 
nological context. In Dabscheck' s approach the "interactors interact in orbits of interaction" 
- something of a tautology. There is no limit to the number of possible interactors, no 
specification as to when particular groups become "interactors", nor any ranking in the 
importance (in terms of outcome) of the many interactors to a particular uinteraction°. 
Interactors can inhabit more than one orbit; orbits interact with each other; the motivating 
force is for interactors to enhance their authority; new interactors and orbits can be created, 
including by the destruction of existing interactors. It is this theory which 
would have us believe will enable industrial relations "scholars to escape from (their) 
theoretical tundra" . It is this theory which supposedly explains the changes identified ia 
his book. 

Dab scheck's theory is a general one - so general it can accommodate an explanation of aay
thing, any time, in any circumstance. The "anything" does not have to be industrial 
relations. Dab scheck's theory could be employed to explain the Bosnian war, the ... 'IUJ ....... ~ 
of his beloved St Kilda, the War of the Roses or why Ballroom Dancins rather 
Platypus Blues was funded . If capable of explaining all, it is capable of predicting aothiaa
The Dabscheck theory does not provide a good insight into where the system will develop 
in the next decade. Nor does it enable researchers to predict the form, shape or context 
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relations scholars also argue that too 
the institutional school of thought ren1re 
such positions, industrial relations schol• 
employment relationship, namely that too 
should be resisted. 

The first chapter is an interesting read althouah 
I perceived the general theory to be markiJt clriwa. 
market for control over the employment 
demoting the focus upon trade unions. This demotion proved 
chapter "origins of the field of industrial relations". 

This chapter is composed of five very brief descriptions af 
competitive market theory, Marxism, American · ·-·, .. 
pluralism, and human resource management. While these 
a diverse range of scholarly inputs into the field of industrial 
that the focus on trade unionism which dominated scholarly Iaiii •Ill 
majority of this century was adequately disposed of. The cllapllr a 
economics did little to appease this sense of brevity. 

The forth chapter which deals with social systems, conflict and ia dle b .... 
most educational, consisting of an overview of sociology and 
of industrial relations. The fifth and sixth chapters are let do\\11 by 
interpretation of a number of important contributors, most Dllllep. 
sixth chapter which focuses on psychology in industrial relatleae Ia 
provoking and successful. 

Hills concludes with the seventh and final chapter, "Industrial retatioas 11114 
sciences: the long view". I was left with the sense that Hills ...-row review 
prominence of unionism in industrial relations theory was reflected in 888le atller 
conceptions on the nature of unionism in his conclusions. I did not a 
based around industrial harmony but this appears to be what Hills is 
unconvinced that a focus on the employment relationship using the 
could achieve the first of the objectives outlined at the start of this . 
book does achieve the second objective of providing a rich · of tile 

I 
intiil 

the social sciences provide to industrial relations. Others should read this book; .., 
no doubt disagree with my conclusions. The book is a useful conuitJution ami I 
that it will be most enjoyed by senior students. 

Matt Ballard 
University of Otago 

• 
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Jane Jen~'ion anti Rianne Mahon (ed'i). The Challenge o(Restructuring: North American 
Labor Movement.'i Respan£L Plriladelphia: Temple Unil'ersity Pre .. 'is, 1993. 426pp. ISBN 
0-87722-981-3. 

L~tephen LSieigh (ed). Economic Restructuring and Emerging Pattern.'i of Jndu.ttt~ial 
Relations. Michigan: Upjohn Institute, 1993. 224pp. ISBN 0-88099-131-3. 

Though both titles contain the term restructuring, these two collections differ substantially 
in their approach to the subject. While Jenson/Mahon looks at the response of labour to 
restructuring at different levels of analysis, ranging from the national political to the 
workplace, Sleigh dwells mostly on the local or regional level. Moreover, the 
Jenson/Mahon collection is radical in its approach, focusing on Canada, with some 
comparisons to the US, whereas Sleigh's collection is more accommodating to the economic 
change, focusing on other developed countries (Spain, France, etc). 

What relevance do these books have for New Zealand? One could answer this question by 
saying that the contribution of a text is not measured by how relevant it is to daily life. 
However, l think the issues discussed in these particular books may be of interest, and not 
only academic interest, to scholars and labour activists in New Zealand. The reason is that 
the system governing industrial r~elations in New Zealand has undergone a tremendous 
change, unions are losing ground, and some even argue that the whole social structure of 
the c-auntry is changing. These changes in the economy and industrial relations in New 
Zealand were initiated by the government through changes in the lavvs. 

One might look at the differences between the US and ~Canada as stemming, among other 
things, from the s.mall, albeit very important, differences in the laws that govern the way 
unions in these two countries are organised, the laws being embedded in economic, social, 
and cultural environments that influence the way unions can and want to r·espond to changes 
in these environments. Such a discussion could lead to greater depth of understanding of 
the processes that influence the strengths and weaknesses of .labour .in this day and age. 

The Jenson/Mahon collection broadly discusses the response of labour to the challenges of 
the economy, employers, and the political system. We should remember that comparing 
the industrial relations systems in the US and C~nada is a "growth industry" in North 
America. The reason for this is that, close as they are, the industrial relations systems of 
the two are exhibiting a trend of div·ergence of union density, which scholars feel needs to 
be explained. The explanations for the divergence in union density are div·erse and cover 
a great deal of ground. Lipset ( 1 986) hypothesised about values and attitudes~ Bruce ( 1 989) 
argues that the political system has something to do with it (the parliamentary vs. the 
presidential system in Canada and the US, respectively). Troy ( 1991) on the other hand 
looks at the structure of the economy, arguing that the US economy, being more service 
oriented, is at a disadvantage in organising employees, and that had the economy in Canada 
been organized in the same way as in the US, union density would have been the same in 
the two countries . 
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The Jenson/Mohon book is organized i 
( 1) The decades of restructuring and po 
of trade unions' action; (3) The cha11 
restructuring; and (5) The future: s 
covers a variety of issues that could interest people 
The first two sections, dealing with politiel. .. 
which in a sense is more interesting b afdae 
linguistically and culturally distinct province of Qul)ec. 

Some of the papers are written by scholars outside 
adds depth and scope to the discussion. Richard Vallaly, a 
sheds light on the alliance in the US between labour and the 
Republican presidents, an alliance that to be doolntd W 
trade favouring the abundant factors in political IQOII81BJ, CfldteJ ..t 
economic strength, labour also loses political iDfluon-. 
special interest group that is no different from any other lobltyiaa 
no special standing with the government and employers. 

Chapters 5, 7 and 8 address issues that are specific to 8eraanl 
relations between labour and the NDP in the 1988 elections, in wldela 
very successful . Chapters 5 and 8 deal with unionism in Queba;. and tile padl 
and the unions. These chapters are interesting because they deacrilte dae tllllioa ill 
between labour unions and political parties that were and are perceived to h 
This discussion of the tensions, successes and failures intlermt ia 
labour unions and political parties in Canada could well contriiMRI to tlte 
similar alliances in other countries. The UK is a good example of the labour 
try to distance themselves from unions. 

Other papers are specifically comparative. Bruce in chapter 9 dla 
the US and Canada of unfair labour practices. Melts, 10, 
unionism in Canada and the US. Other articles discuss tile that 
labour force present. In discussing the union response to the of tile 
Ruth Milkman suggests that there are grounds for optimism with regard to the 
women in organised labour. 

Sleigh's volume is more narrowly focused. The 1uthor writes 1het. "The 
book is to review innovative responses to economic dlat 
joint efforts of unions, corporations, and government". The main Slltioal 
report case studies of individual regions and industries condueied ia 
and the US. For instance, in one of the two chapters dealina widl tho 
the unit of analysis. 

Any comparison of the two books may be unfair to the ._. 
it is more concerned with specific responses to econ0111iG 
Jenson/Mahon collection takes a broader perspective, which · 
I look at the issue. Nevertheless, readers interested in ,·., ... 
of cooperation would do well to consult the chapters in leialla' 
to their experience. 
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remains as to whether New Zealand's i 
function more freely and in line with the 
or whether it hampers the labour market iDd 

Peter Stalker offers a useful description of ....... 
and analysis of New Zealand's immigration record and 
of ~ytrangers: A ~yurvey of International Labour 
International Labour Office, characterises the world labour matMr 
through a discussion shaped around 44 figures and 31 tabla. 
into two parts: the Global Picture of Part 1 sets out major tllat 
Country Experience of Part 2 focuses on the main impott&s ot aDd 
migration flows by continent. The text gives the reader a lively broad 
theoretic elements, historical developments, policy summaries, aad 

After a brief introduction, Ancient Paths in the second chapter Staats witll ,_ 
slaves in the 15th century and quickly sketches major migradon pattems up to die 
period. The United States, Canada, and Australia constitute the major countries of 
ment, accounting for over eight million immigrants hm 1946-1963. Tile 
duces the New Zealand experience as "a less active approachn to Ausbalia's 
of settlers through "assisted passage" schemes. More broadly the chapter atblbutes 
migration to religious, political, and economic motives. 

Perhaps the most ambitious, chapter 3 Why People Move explains immi&fltion 
proposed theoretical framework and through the major factors that fall within tltat 
work. Stalker describes two major theories: a human capital approach based on 
economic behaviour, and a structural approach based on cultural institutions. He adopt& 
eclectic approach that combines both, since "individuals cannot make decisions .·_. 
of the structure . . . nor do structures exist independent of the individual" (p.22). 
presuming to supply a "unified theory", Stalker proceeds to use elements of----
to frame what he considers the nine major factors explaining immisration. are 
and income differences, fertility and death rates, rural to urban migtation from ~ 
isation of agriculture, historically established cross-country cultural links, lower 
communication, family income diversification strategies, migrant networks, national 
ment policies, and professionals seeking advancement. 

The subsequent seven chapters of Part 1 stress respectively -economic issues, leaaJ 
ethnic conflict, discrimination, the effects of net en1;gration, a historical review of 
national immigration policies, and ways to discourage emigration. Part 2 aad the 
seven chapters organize the details to describe migration for each of a set of 

In critique, the book provides an excellent basis for understanding a 
posture in a well-established world labour market. The figures and 1f8P1ai 
this broad brush. And the details illustrate the complexity of 
example, in discussing movement based on wage differentials, the 
many parts of Africa, the word for 'poor' is synonymous with Jack olldal or 
In other words, emigrating to earn a higher wage may include 
and friends. This estrangement may be what the author has in rrdftd 
(~f .. ~"!rangers. 
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hlveatment that raises the value of human capital. 
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can ask questions such as 
qtdea of a country's economic growth. 

Dlapite a cursory use of the human capital '"' .. 
consistently remains balanced between a s 

• objective outline of the potential problen1s 
· against immigrants appears as a 

9 (pp.IJB-141), and Chapter 11 (pp.ISI-1 
White Australia, White Canada, and even the 
• · · and how they lasted up until only 3 
10 out the probletns of potentially 
iD•iarants. and the potentially high cost of the 

of tUae problems remains an area of · 
1995; Friedberg and Hunt, 1995; Razin and 
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As seen in Figure I, the 30 year outflow 
with 182, 122 arriving in net for the six 
gration policy of a points system has again 
into New Zealand. But the policy's adm 
by set rules may inefficiently limit New Zealaad'a 
its cultural richness. 
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